
Permission to Officiate

Safeguarding 
Learning 
Pathway 



• May the doors of our churches be wide enough to receive all who come 
seeking God and fellowship. 

• May the doors of our churches be narrow enough to shut out pettiness and 
pride, envy and enmity.

• May the threshold of our churches be no stumbling block to young or frail 
feet.

• May the threshold of our churches be too high to admit complacency and 
self-seeking. 

• May our churches be, for all who enter, a safe place and the doorway to a 
richer life in Christ. Amen



Session 1
Learning  outcomes 

• Analyse what healthy Christian communities look like, how healthy communities keep

people safe, and their role in shaping Christian communities that are healthy and safe.

• Connect the Church’s mission and theological foundations with what behaviours in public

ministry look like in a safeguarding context.

• Explore how their own faith, beliefs, and values link with those underpinning good

safeguarding behaviours.

• Evaluate aspects of their own practice and identify changes required which they then take

forward with confidence.



Part 1: Reflection and Discussion

1. a. How has the focus on safeguarding in the life of the church changed for you 
and for the Church over recent years?  

2. b. What observations can you make of safeguarding practice – good and bad?

3. How do you now see your role and responsibilities in relation to 
safeguarding?

4. What is your understanding of the impact of abuse in a church context on 
victims and survivors?



Part 2: Theological Reflection



Part 3: Case Studies





Who’s Who in 
your Parish? 

• Parish Safeguarding Co-
Ordinator

• Parish Domestic Violence 
Contact 

• Parish Identity Verifier 
(DBS)
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Abuse thrives 
in secrecy –

be open and 
transparent 
in everything 

you do 

Be 
accountable 

– to the 
Church 
Council, 

colleagues and 
people who 
attend your 

activity

Risk 
assess 

every 
activity to 

prevent

significant 
harm 

Review
regularly –

we can 
learn a lot 

from 
something 
that hasn’t 

gone to plan

Working Safely 



There is more 
safeguarding  
information for 
parishes on our 
website

www.cofebirmingham.
com/info-for-
parishes/safeguarding/

http://www.cofebirmingham.com/info-for-parishes/safeguarding/


Safeguarding Statistics

Church

• In 2017 there were 1257 safeguarding concerns raised about children and 2030 
about adults – the total of these 3287 equates to one in every three churches

• For both children and adults, the single largest category of concerns related to 
sexual abuse

• 736 allegations were made against church officers in 2017

oof these 43% related to clergy

o47% were reported to statutory agencies and,

o36 cases were referred to the DBS for barring



R
R
R
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The 4 R’s
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The pathway to abuse

© Donald Findlater

Finkelhor – ‘Four pre

-

conditions to              sexual abuse’

Adapted  from:

-

D Finkelhor Child Sexual Abuse: New Theory & Research 1986

MOTIVATION
‘Wanting to’

INTERNAL
INHIBITORS
‘Conscience’

OVERCOME
VICTIM 

RESISTANCE
‘Doing it and getting 

away with it’

EXTERNAL 
INHIBITORS

‘Others’
(Creating 

Opportunity)

Thoughts

Sex with
a child



Grooming ….

…. is when a person uses the power, 
knowledge/‘secrets’ they have in a relationship to 
make or force someone to do something they do not 
want to do or when one person gains the complete 
‘friendship/trust/love’ of another person so that this 
person will do anything they ask without 
questioning or challenging them 
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Empowerment –
Ensure people are in 
control of their 
decision making. 

Prevention – It is better to 
take action before harm 
occurs. 

Proportionality –
Response should be least 
intrusive. 

Accountability –
Safeguarding is 
everybody’s 
business. 

Partnership – Working with 
communities, to prevent, detect,
and report neglect and abuse.  

Six 
Safeguarding 

Principles

Protection – when working in the 
persons best interest, always 
ensure they are protected from 
harm as far as possible. 

RECOGNISE: the principles of adult safeguarding



RECOGNISE: At Risk Adults

Safeguarding duties apply to an adult with care and 
support needs  - due to age, illness or disability - or an 

adult who lacks the capacity to make informed decisions 
for him/herself - e.g. due  to a cognitive impairment or 

substance misuse or because they are being controlled or 
coerced by someone else - who is experiencing or at risk of 

abuse and neglect and unable to protect him/herself

The Care Act 2014 (14.2)
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Making Safeguarding Personal
No Decision About Me, Without Me

• person-centred led 

• outcome-focused 

• engages the person and enhances involvement, choice 

and control 

• improves quality of life, wellbeing and safety 

Making Safeguarding Personal empowers the person to be included and have 
control over the process to the greatest extent possible in their circumstances 



Promoting the Adult’s Voice – ‘With Not To’
Every adult should:

• get help and support to report the abuse

• be asked their opinion if there are concerns

• feel listened to and taken seriously

• be given the information they need, in the 
way they need it

• be asked their views to directly inform next 
steps

• have advocacy support if they can’t do this for 
themselves 



Confidentiality with Adult cases

Adults: 

• Adults have a general right to independence, choice and self-
determination including control over information about themselves. In 
the context of adult safeguarding these rights can be overridden 
in certain circumstances.

• Emergency or life-threatening situations may warrant the sharing of 
relevant information with the relevant emergency services without 
consent.

https://www.scie.org.uk/safeguarding/adults/practice/sharing-information#does-not-want-you-to-share


Consent

1. Individual lacks the capacity 
to give consent

2. There is a public interest to 
share because others may be 
at risk of harm

3. There is a vital interest to 
share because there is an 
immediate risk to life

4. A crime has been or may be 
committed

5. An individual is unable to 
freely give consent due to 
control and coercion

6. There is a legal requirement 
to share (e.g. court order or 
law)

Seek advice and support from your Parish Safeguarding Co-Ordinator and/or 
Bishop’s Safeguarding Adviser – you do not need consent

Obtain consent from an adult to make a referral to an external agency – unless:



RECOGNISE: the principles of child 
safeguarding …

• protecting children from maltreatment; 

• preventing impairment of children's health or 
development; 

• ensuring that children grow up in circumstances 
consistent with the provision of safe and 
effective care; and 

• taking action to enable all children to have the 
best outcomes.

Working 
Together to 
Safeguard 
Children 2018 
defines 
safeguarding 
and promoting 
the welfare of 
children as:



• Information about a child or young person should not be collected or 
retained without the permission of the parents/carers and they should 
have open access to it if they wish.

• Information should only be shared with professionals with the formal 
permission of parents/carers, by signature.

• The only exceptions are the small number of cases where a child may be 
at risk of significant harm if information is shared with a parent/carer.

Confidentiality with child cases



Recognise – Types of Abuse



Recognise



R
R
R
R

The 4 R’s



RESPOND: Listening to someone disclosing 
abuse
DO
• Keep calm

• Listen carefully to what is being said – at the person’s own pace

• Take it seriously and accept without judgement

• Reassure the person that they are not to blame and were right to speak out

• Explain what you need to do next 

• Be honest – don’t make promises you can’t keep

• Be aware the person may have experienced harmful spiritual practices as well as other abuse

• Think carefully before offering scripture or prayer – especially if spiritual abuse is disclosed

• Be aware – it may be very difficult for a survivor to disclosure to a cleric or at church or the 
vicarage if the abuse happened in the church context

• Discuss with the Parish Safeguarding Co-ordinator and/or Bishop’s Safeguarding Adviser
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Respond: Listening to someone disclosing 
abuse

DON’T
• Show shock or jump to conclusions

• Keep it secret 

• Question or push the person into giving details of the abuse – you’re a 
listener and receiver of the disclosure, not an investigator

• Suggest the use of Matthew 18 or that the person speaks to their 
abuser

• Alert the alleged abuser

• Discuss with others who are not directly involved in helping the person 
– maintain confidentiality
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The 4 R’s



Recording – the 4 W’s

Who

What

When

Who

REMEMBER
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The 4 R’s



Dial 999 or 101 

Record It Report It Do NOT alert alleged abuser



Always involve the DSA if:

You receive safeguarding information concerning a church officer i.e.:

• all who hold the Bishop’s licence, permission or commission

• all who hold parish positions of trust

• all who work with children, young people and adults at risk of neglect and/or abuse

You receive information about an offender or someone who presents a risk to a child 
or an adult.
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Meet the 
Safeguarding
Team

Sarah – DBS & 
Concerns 

Laura - Trainer

Steph - Concerns

Peter – Training 
Support

Claire -Learning & 
Development

https://www.cofe
birmingham.com
/safeguarding

https://www.cofebirmingham.com/safeguarding


Closing remarks

In your workbooks:

➢ Please identify three things you will take away from today

➢ Please think about how this pathway has enriched your theological awareness of God, the

world, and church?

➢ Please think about what difference this learning experience will make in your role


